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Tv tropes some dexterity required

After Go To When nice, a normal character suddenly goes into the rage, you've hit his/her Berserk Button. Jacksepticeye hates Billy from Happy Wheels, to the point that Screw you, Billy! became one of his many Catch Phrases. Never dare to question his boss. He gets mad when people post irrelevant
comments, especially complaining about him not playing any more Undertale. Constant circular negotiations with Cleverbot AI due to a lack of contextual recognition and poor response. He hates SNOWPLOWS on Turbo Dismount, mainly because they always seem to upset his flow. Aside from getting
lost around Markiplier. Not. Games with some dexterity need or poor control have also made it to him since Surgeon Simulator 2013, I'm bread and especially Getting Over it with Bennett Foddy. The latter caused him anger so hard, playing it that it's almost painful to watch, with repeated on-camera
meltdowns (and you can tell that it's legit rage, he's not just overacting like he sometimes does), and he's actually throwing his computer chair across the room. Don't interrupt him when he's in the middle of his intro. This button is pressed in several episodes of Drunken Minecraft. Any deliberately
frustrating games or anger games set him off without fail. PewDiePie will go berserk at just sight or even mention barrels, often leading to him suddenly shouting! B-word above his voice. Originated from his playthrough of Amnesia: Dark Landing custom story hijacking, where he would often accidentally
knock a pile of barrels over, causing a loud noise that both struck him and alerted nearby monsters to his whereabouts. Switch to DesktopMobile Version TVTropes is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License. Permissions that go beyond the scope
of this license may be available thestaff@tvtropes.org. Master, I have completed the design of the base security; This door opens only when you hit them with a flaming sword! But noone in my army uses flaming swords. That's what makes it safe! One way to control a piece of video game is to place
barriers in the hero's path. The destination can be unattainable without access to water transport, because the main character is Super drowning skills. You may need to become immune to fire before moving on because the next level is set in the Fire and Brimstone Hell environment. Maybe you need to
enlist the help of a specific NPC, or get a specific object to get an earlier annoying guard. Sometimes an item, ability or skill is no longer required. But in other cases it becomes the main part of the stocks of the main nature and is used all the time. Another example: you can't get to another island without a
ship, so any piece of event that happens on another island can be assumed you have Thus, game developers suddenly start throwing quests at you, which requires you to hop there and back between islands like bored tourists, and continue to do so for the rest of the game. In extreme cases, the whole
game dynamic can change after you acquire this one critical object or ability because you are now well equipped/strong enough to handle problems that would be insurmountable before. This is the subtrop for Broken Bridge. While the Broken Bridges railway will give you a plot of land, requiring you to
complete some tasks before new areas open up, this trope is all about railroading you to the plot, demanding that you have the necessary skills and abilities to move forward and open up new areas. This trope is a staple of the Metroidvania genre of video games, although it appears in other genres as
well. See also But you have!. Something that requires you to be at a certain level to continue before it kills you, see Beef Gate. When it is combined with the offensive capability it's a utility weapon. Examples of open/close all folders of Action Adventure games Harry Potter and the secret camera pc
version, you can not get into some gaming areas while you are being taught special spells in the classroom. You can't use Spongify pads to jump until you are taught a Spongify spell, but various Spongify pads outside the castle are visible throughout the game. In the arcade game bubbles you control the
scrubbing bubble in the sink, and move to the next level, sending your bubble down the drain. But you have to grow your bubble big enough before you can go down the drain; If the bubble is too small, it will pop. Legend of Zelda: As a series feature, almost every dungeon in this series from links to the
past below will be puzzles that cannot be solved without the item found in their respective dungeon and bosses will probably need you to use this item to beat them. In addition, one dungeon item may need to enter the next dungeon (or even sometimes in the overworld it is located). The link between the
worlds eliminates this trope of having all the main items in the store waiting to be purchased, but Breath of the Wild prevents it by giving you every significant puzzle solving ability to enter the field. The common design is to use this trope to hide the Broken Bridge. Like Oracle ages, the second dungeon
gives Link Roc's Feather, which gives him a chance to jump. To get to the third dungeon, he needs to have the NPC build him a raft to access the island the dungeon is on. There are some pit link's jump over to access the raft builder's house that requires Roc's Feather. If Link leaves the second dungeon
after acquiring Roc's Feather, but don't audit the rest of the dungeon, he won't be able to get the raft, despite being able to talk to the NPC. Most players never see this Broken Bridge as leaving dungeon halfway, which would not happen to them. Especially eliminated in the Legend of Zelda I. All Hyrule,
except for the two screensnote screens in which you need to have a raft to access, can be explored from the beginning. In doing so, however, probably make you killed. Trope is an important remake, BS Zelda is not Densetsu, where it interestingly combines with Broken Bridge. Some objects or events
that remove obstacles appear or occur only during certain weeks of broadcasting (for example, a candle is required to access the western part of the map, but is sold only after the first week). One could wait until later in the week and try to sequence a break, but it wins the goal anyway, and the player with
only one hour a week or some items becomes uneemable. Used very often Ōkami. There are sites very early in the game that require some of the ultimate Brush Techniques to enter. Metroid: Metroid 1: Samus can only do four things without items; Run, jump, flip and shoot. You need the Morph Ball to
even get past the first screen, and rockets and morph ball balls to get anywhere. She also needs Hi-Jump Boots and Ice Beam to access certain areas and attack Metroids in Turia. Super Metroid: You need different abilities and equipment to continue as per the course of a Metroidvania style game.
Morph Ball, rockets and bombs to get at Crateria, and Super Rockets, Speed Booster (or Ice Beam, if you like, you at least need one or the other), Power Balls and at least three power tanks are absolutely necessary to complete the game. There is one point where it is combined with some agility required:
if you wind up in the choice section where Etecoons teach you Wall Jump (and if you happen to keep your game there), you have to know at least with the ability to escape. It's not too hard, but it's especially one of the few places where good control and execution is needed to advance, rather than just
making the game easier and allowing Sequence Breaking. In Metroid: Samus Returns, some of the capabilities acquired by Chozo statues such as Spider Ball—are needed to access new areas and others that were previously unavailable. Castlevania games usually tend to give you a Double Jump pretty
early – you need it constantly for the rest of the game. However, many innovations are used only once or twice. In Beyond Good &amp; Evil there are locked doors and other obstacles that require certain instruments (or airbag equipment, or sidekick) to overcome. Sometimes, the item needed to avoid the
room can be conveniently found in one room. Applies not to you, but to your minions in the Overlord. Can't go fire without red minions, or poison without green ones! You can go through the water, but only blue minions can safely follow you, and if there's a gate opening on the other hand, you're too lazy to
turn it on yourself. The same principle is used with pikmin Pikmin. Blue pikmin can swim, red pikmin is fireproucious, yellow pikmin is immune to electricity, and white pikmin can breathe poison. In some cases, the ability of barriers to go further; One boss in this game can only be damaged after getting hit
by a purple pikmin. Seen in the Onimusha series: the second and third games have a few doors protected by a colored, tumor-like Genma called Mozun. To unlock these areas, you need to find the right Oni weapon and use it (checking Mozun will always tell you what kind of elementary Oni weapon you
need). The fourth game, Dawn of Dreams has some levels that contain special locks or iron doors or walkways that can only be used by one of your party members. The exploratory game Aquaria is fully based on it. You spend most of the game collecting capabilities and shapeshift shapes that allow you
to explore previously inaccessible areas, most of which are related to the starting zone. This actually puts your progression more or less linear path. For example, near the beginning, you get a telekinesis-like capability that allows you to explore fragments of blocked boulders – pulling them away. In some



other passages, your path is blocked by streams flowing to you; You move on to explore them after learning a form in which you can swim against currents. In Tomb Raider: Angel of Darkness, Lara periodically needs to receive skill improvements (grip strength, driving speed, etc.) to overcome obstacles
as the game progresses. Tomb Raider (2013) was set to one large island location. However, Lara could not explore new areas until she had acquired the necessary tools to continue. Since they were found as the story went on, they might as well be seen as Plot Coupons In Hellfire (expansion pack of the
original Diablo), you can't reach the insect hive until the farmer character knows you're good enough to talk to you about his problems (and then to give you the explosives you need to build an entrance hive). Occurs several times in the Legacy of the Kain series. In Blood Omen, Wolf and Mist shapes
could reach inaccessible areas that disguise and beguile shapes could be used to interact peacefully with humans, and Energy Bolt and Control Mind waves could be used to press inaccessible switches. In Soul Reaver, Raziel usually needs the ability to gain from each of his brothers to reach the next.
Strider: Swept game: Flashing red wall? You need magnetic boots to get it. HP drainage water? Requires Aqua Boots, which you have wall jump to achieve. Uncrossable spike pit? Jumping upgrade needs to continue. A low aisle? You need to get sliding abilities. Returns with a vengeance in the 2014
remake. Closed ventilation openings? Get That Slide Attack! Ice blue spinning door? The Need Cypher freeze them. Yellow glowing door? Use the cypher explosive to burn through. Suspiciously weak grille in the ground? Gotta pound 'em with Downstrike! Purple magnetically locked door? Guess this
Magnetic Cypher will skin! In Blaster Master, the transition to each subsequent stage requires an upgrade earned, defeating Mutant Boss from the current stage. Batman: Arkham series game use this to prevent sequence breaking. Especially in the first game, he left an explosive gel trunk from the
Batmobile. Lego adaptation games give you characters with the necessary abilities to beat each level in story mode, but almost all hidden collectibles require a character with a different ability to unlock, and that's used in the Free Play/Roaming Hub world. Sub Nautica accomplishes it by making several
areas impossible or at least very impractical to access without the right equipment. For example, most of course, extensive exploration of deep underwater biomes becomes easier after you craft an air tank, then a larger tank, then rebreather and then finally underwater. Another example is the Wreck
aurora, which requires a lead-lined diving suit to protect against radiation leaks from the ship's damaged fusion reactor. Metroidvania La-Mulana has many, but also has a particularly evil subversion: Scalesphere can only be obtained after going through a pool of water that drains your health because you
have no objects. It's actually a greater chance to trip up experienced metroidvania players who will assume the item is found elsewhere before the procedure (unless they're kind of attempting Sequence Breaking on the first run). In Carrion, several entrances from the Frontier area to other areas require
capabilities derived from earlier levels, such as Photokinesis from the Botanical Garden bypassing door sensors that shut the entrance to Leviathan Reef Base if tripped.     Eastern RPG In Dragon Ball Z Legacy from Goku 2 and Buu's Fury games Game Boy Advance, in some areas can only enter a few
characters that have reached a certain level. This is shown by the number in which they must be, covered with a color associated with the correct character (blue Vegeta, green Piccolo, orange Goku, etc.). Final Fantasy III is you have to be so short to enter the feature – some areas are only accessible by
tiny doors, only when a member of the party has a mini spell. Mario &amp; Luigi: Superstar Saga also has some areas that are blocked off or otherwise inaccessible until the brothers have learned some abilities. Paper Mario, Paper Mario: Thousand Year Doors and Super Paper Mario has it with
obstacles, cleared partner abilities. The first two Paper Mario games are also improvements to Mario's Boots and Hammer. The Boot Allow Mario to make ground pound as well as jump higher. Hammer upgrades allow Mario to break the rugged blocks on his way. During the first six generations of
Pokemon games, HM moves were utility weapons needed to reach plot specific areas. Each game has some cities and places you can reach only once you've taught one of your Pokemon a certain HM and got a Gym badge that allows you to use it out of battle. Every entry that requires HMs is Cut as a
mandatory major storynote in black and white, every other HM is used only to achieve optional items or locations, with Surf and Strength being close behind. However, you can get Pokemon that know HM moves through the trade instead of finding HM, which allows for some minor Sequence Breaking,
such as skipping the SS Anne Gen I. Many players use a designated HM slave or two to make the necessary moves because while some are powerful attacks you want your Pokemon Surf is one of the strongest water type moves to the game), others are almost worthless (in the fight , Flash had a 70%
accuracy status move during Gens I-III, with much better moves being able to do exactly the same). On top of that, you can't just rewrite them with another move; You need to talk to a specific NPC you usually meet late in the game to delete any HM moves.note Said NPC doesn't even exist in Gen I,
which means whoever you taught HM move in these games was forever stuck with it. Starting with the seventh generation, you no longer need to teach your Pokemon HM moves. This trope is still playing, however, as you now get certain items or abilities (such as Ride Pokemon) that perform the same
goals without using up moveslots. Meanwhile, the former HM moves became TM moves that can be freely taught and removed from Pokemon's moveset. Pokemon Sword and Shield limits which creatures you are allowed to capture in the Wild depending on the amount of badges you have. The main wild
ARMs series where characters use tools to pass some obstacles. The location where they are introduced often requires a wide range of tools that were never needed before this point. Phantasy Star III uses cavities to transport its side between different worlds. To keep you moving too fast, several of
them are locked and require special jewels to enter; You get them either from an unexplained treasure chest or from recruiting party members. Constantly Radiant Historia. Need to defuse magically hidden bombs? Swap deadlines and learn to see invisible things. Need to sneak into a heavily guarded
area unnoticed? Swap deadlines and trick the villain into showing off his Teleport Spam so you can copy it. Need to find a way to bypass the enemy's ability to paralyze you? Swap deadlines again and talk to someone who has beaten him by teaching you how they It. Chrono Trigger requires you to get an
era time machine that allows you to travel for a period of time that is otherwise sealed off from you. Once you have it, and especially after it's later upgraded, it allows you to clean up the remaining Side Quests and Bonus Dungeons much faster. Golden Sun features a variety of psychic-magical powers
that are required to solve puzzles or remove obstacles. The most powerful is the Grind of the second game, which is almost never used after its first use to break the rock barriers that separate the oceans. Similarly, Lift used maybe once or twice to get to Magma Rock, which for the first time used quite a
bit more. Epic Battle Fantasy: Use epic battle fantasy 4 and epic battle fantasy 5. An axe, torch, hammer, ladder, and three types of boots will be obtained throughout the game. Deliberately Figured after Pokemon.: Epic Battle Fantasy 4: You even get achievements called Used Cut, Used Flash, Used
Rock Smash, and Used ... Stairs?. Non-player characters at Goldenbrick Resort EBF4 call the stepladder legendary because there is only one in the world. Epic Battle Fantasy 5: Which adds an additional number of items like a shovel and a second type of hammer, but also items that are only needed for
extra loot, such as Cloud Boots. Kingdom Hearts III, your Gummi Ship must have enough Speed Stat to challenge the Bonus Boss fights in the first two areas. Trying to access them with a slower ship causes gummi ship to turn around.     First-person Shooter Half-Life 2: Episode one uses this relatively
early. To make sure you have a gun, the door has a padlock and you don't have a crowbar. Mostly done to ensure that people picked up the gun right at the door because it's a bit dark there and it could go unseen. The comment reveals that the dev team calls this gate. And, ironically enough, there's an
accomplishment game of grabbing that gun, hitting the padlock with it, and then never using it or any other bullet shooting gun for the rest of the game – it's called The One Free Bullet and literally everything else that happens can be taken care of by the controlled application of a crowbar, gravity gun, or
explosives. BioShock is a special obstacle game that requires you to find a certain plasmid to move to another area, such as a block of ice that is melted by finding burnt plasmid. Shortly after purchasing the Leichenfaust 44note combination for BFG and Gravity Gun Wolfenstein (2009), the player must
use to lift the goals they need to pass through to get to the rest of the level. Second to last level Wolfenstein: Old Blood requires the player to use Laderoboter, a utility walker found at the top level, to smash through different gates. Player refuses vehicle after the level has been completed. Wolfenstein: The
new order has a variety of chains, metal plates, and fences that are cut by Laserkraftwork, and just start to appear after you get your hands on it.     Platformer In Banjo-Kazooie, you can't as much as get to Gruntilda's Lair without knowing all the bottles are moving from Spiral Mountain. Not that they are
needed to actually get inside; The bottles themselves simply will not allow you to enter lair, if you do not know them. It's really about your own good as you couldn't accomplish very much without them. Played straight with Talon Trot, which you need to get after the first section of Gruntilda's Lair. You also
need a Shock Spring Jump to open Clanker's Cavern. Banjo-Tooie does this to limit progress through hub levels. You have learned grip grab to get into plateau, Fire Eggs to get to Pine Grove, Split Up to get cliff top, Talon Torpedo to get to Wasteland, Springy Step Shoes to get to the plasis, and Claw
Clabe Boots to get into the Cauldron Keep. Even in-game cheats don't get around these requirements. Zubba Hive Cloud Cuckoo creates a variation. You're not allowed unless you prove you can shoot a target 20 times in 10 seconds, which actually means you have to be a Bee To Enter. While levels
that require ability clearly always give you the ability to right before you need it, Sonic games since Sonic Colors usually had bonuses hidden behind gates and platforms that require clever applications for games of varying ability to use to break. Since they do one exercise, it often requires picking up the
ability and then finding a way to hold on to it rather than use it when you're otherwise supposed to. In the Colors section, this would also mean passing paths when you can't access the first time you play a stage, and after you play it later, it plays again. Second level little nemo: Dream Master, Oompi says:
You're going to have the lizard's help to get through this next area. This indicates a fragment that is otherwise too narrow for Nemo to enter. In Mega Man, you don't need to pick up a Magnet Beam Elec Man stage to beat Elec Man, but you need to finish first in the Dr. Wily stage. And since it's stuck
behind a few blocks that can only be broken by Elec Man's or guts I've got powers, you either need to beat the Guts Man first, or play through the Elec Man stage twice. From Mega Man 2, any required item is earned by beating Robot Master, thus ensuring the player has all the tools needed to complete
the game. Later in the games, additional items were offered that the player can find or buy, but they are not strictly necessary. In Rad Gravity Adventures, Volcania is available after cyberia is completed, but you can't progress there until you have a Teleport Beacon from much later Game. Sauria and
Turvia can finish in any order, but boss Vernia can be defeated only by crystals from Sauria. Spyro 2: Ripto's Fury! was it like swimming, climbing, and headbash move. The capabilities had to be purchased from Moneybags to complete each hub area, and some orb sidequests also requested them,
meaning you may sometimes need to backtrack to previous areas for 100% completion. Occurs quite often in Ratchet &amp; Rattles through gadgets that are needed to beat certain level paths, especially in the first three games. Players who are careful with the level of research however never encounter
it because they find the necessary gadgets and Infobots well above through the course of normal play. The first game in particular is a circuit that can stretch across half the game level if you don't play them thoroughly. To get to the planet Hoven, you need to find infobot for Orxon as Ratchet. To do this,
he needs to pick up the O2 mask of Pokitaru through a minigame. That minigame needs a Pilot's Helmet, located on the planet Gaspar. Infobot with co-ordinates to Gaspar is Batalia, but you need Grind Boots to get to it. Grind Boots are purchased from a scientist who is found at Blarg Tactical Research
Station. Also in the original game, players will have a 50/50 chance to run in the beginning of the game. Novalis are two roads that unlock new worlds, one metropolis and one Aridia. However, to complete all of Aridia's three paths, you need a Swingshot, located in metropolis. To make this issue worse,
Metropolis unlocks Eudora at the end of one of its roads, requiring a trespasser beat. Where will you find it? Why, at the end of the road to Aridia, that needs a swingshot, of course! Needless to say, unless you've memorized the level of order and logistics perfectly (or just play through all the roads),
there's a good chance you'll run into this issue. In Going Commando to access Planet Siberius, you have to do a lot. Oozla, you need to go right to the tractor light, and left the coordinates to Maktar Resort. On Maktar Resort, you can go right and use the Tractor beam to solve some puzzles and get to the
Jamming Array, which gives you the coordinates of Barlow, but going left and doing the tournament will give you Electrolyzer as well as the coordinates of Endako. On Endako, the right path will take you to the jingle apartment, where you can find Swingshot and Grind Boots, but the left path, which
requires Electrolyzer, will allow you to save the jingle. For Barlow, going up the ramp will take you to the section where you need a swingshot, and continuing this path will allow you to buy Thermanator, but the cave path ends with a door to the next crack that you need a jingle jump over. Complete the
Hoverbike race that is The crack will give you the coordinates of the Feltzin system, and filling in, which will give you the coordinates of Notak. For Notak, go over the bridge and after the road you will take you to the room that you need Thermanator to complete, and it will eventually continue the chemical
plant, which you also need the Thermanator to complete. At the end of the factory you can finally buy coordinates on Siberius. In Ratchet &amp; Rattle (2016), you need to find a Hydrodisplacer for Aridia to get through the Blackwater City sewer and get the trespasser that you need to get through the door
to Blarg Tactical Station. You will also need a Thruster-Pack to get through Kalebo III because of Thrusterbolt, which requires it. In bionic commando, different areas of the group require special communicators (which you must choose at the beginning of the level NES version, unlike the remake if they are
automatically equipped) to unlock their doors, you need flares to illuminate Area 4, Area 14 requires a passcard to enter, areas 6 and 7 block barriers that require Rocket Launcher and 3-Way Gun, respectively, to exit, and a remake of Area 3 is required so that you have power claw from area 6. Ori and
Blind Forest use this trope in typical Metroidvania style. For the sheer-wall shaft you need a Wall Jump or Wall Climb; to break the blue barrier you charge the flame; other types of barriers must be destroyed by similar colored enemies or their projectile, sometimes through Bash's abilities; Cross large
spires pits or gaps you double jump, bash, glide, or all three combination; and wooden post switches and some breakable floors you need in the first pound. In addition, in the Updated Re-release, some secrets in the main game are blocked until you have the new Dash and Light Burst capabilities acquired
in the Bonus Dungeon.     Puzzle games This is literally the case of the Catalan Damacy series; The bigger your catamarans become, the bigger the stuff you can wrap up. Levels often have barriers with marks on it, indicating the size of the number you can't roll up (or thus explore outside them) until your
catamarans cross that threshold. In Antichamber, it is mostly played straight with different block weapons. The sequence of breaking is possible, but it tends to require significantly more ingenuity and dexterity than the intended solution. humorous example of DROD: Gunthro and the Epic Blunder. In this
prequel, the player controls Beethro's grandfather Gunthro in the framing device beethro narrating Gunthro's adventures of his nephew. At some point Gunthro needed to cross the shallow water, and Betetro suddenly remembers he could do everything together. In the next chapter, Gunthro must return to
his homeland and deal with some infiltrations. The entrance to their hiding place is the room he goes through before, shallow water.     Roguelike Descend into the deepest parts of the main dungeon in ancient domains of Mystery, the player must pass the wall of fire by blocking down a staircase that
requires an artifact called Chaos Orb elemental fire, which is also required for the endgame. And it's just as well that the wall forces the player to have that high-getting orb, because otherwise no sane person would enter the Eternal Flame Tower, where the Orb, massive equipment destruction, and the
rapid immolation of the newbie player lives. The previous version of NetHack was an endgame set in Hell, and if you entered it without Fire Resistance you were instantly burnt crisp. There are many ways to get that fire resistance, but all the tools will work. (These days, getting anywhere near the
endgame without bucketload of resistance is just mostly suicidal.)     Survival Horror This happens all the time in various Resident Evil games (especially in previous games), often with either a crank or a valve handle. Silent Hill 2 Hotel's service elevator allows access to only one person without luggage.
You can't even make a few pieces of paper on it with you. Eternal darkness sometimes forces the power of fields emblazoned with the rune in your way. Get the rune pictured and the approaching barrier dissolves it. Most of the game puzzles then become about finding the right spell and power level that
is needed to bypass or eliminate the obstacles that are placed on your way. Sweet Home gives each member your hand a unique item that is used to solve many puzzles in this game: Kazuo is lighter to burn certain objects, Asuka vacuum to restore frescoes, Taguchi camera to reveal hidden clues about
said frescoes, Akiko first aid kit to cure status ailments, and Emi lock to unlock doors. With the Final Death site in this game, even a one-party member loss can make some puzzles unsolvable, forcing you to either find an object that can replicate the dead party member function (occupying your very
limited inventory space in doing so), or finding another way to handle it.     Western RPG Various obstacles fade during the Dragon Age: Origins each require a variety of alternative forms that are derived from lost souls somewhere in dreamscape. A rat can pass through rat holes, the spirit can pass
through portals, golems can smash large doors, and, er, a burning corpse can walk through the fire. In Dungeons &amp; Dragons: Warriors of the Eternal Sun, your party fails to explore a particular volcano-y cave without each participant wearing rings of fire resistance. Aside from the obvious advantages
associated with fire resistance, these items are only really necessary for this part. Take the ring off and your character will slowly burn to death. Land Lore 2: Guardians of Doom has many areas that can only be accessed The hero is in the form of a giant beast (which allows him to shove obstacles out of
his way) or a tiny lizard (which allows him to slip through the cracks). The hard part about this is that for a good chunk of the game, you have absolutely no control over when he converts or who makes up he changes if and when he does. Elder Scrolls: Downplayed Morrowind, where you have to levitate
to reach the upper level of telvanni mags towers. If you are not bothered to train your change skills, this can be an obstacle to deepening many quests. Fortunately, potions of levitation are found in abundance and several objects enchanted with levitation spells have been given to you through quests.
(Including the one that you need as part of the main quest right before you need to enter telvanni towers for the first time.) You can also brew your own potions or make your own enchanted objects. To access the summit of the throat world skyrim, you need to learn a special shout out to share a blizzard
that would otherwise quickly drain your health. Said Shout has only learned as part of the main questline, barring you from the area until you make some progress. To enter fallout: New Vegas DLC Honest Hearts, you need to take an inventory load of 75 pounds or less, but that's 100 pounds if you have
speech and barter skills of 50 or more or have a Strong Back perk. In Lonesome Road, you need Science skill 75 to access the Hopeville silo mainframe and unlock the way forward. In both cases, any progress blocking effect is dulled by the fact that skills logs and chems are quite abundant in the game.
Could and Magic were throughout the series, needing to acquire skills to be able to cross the water (or, in some games, to cross the water without taking any damage – not much hassle with the current, insurmountable on the island some distance from the shore). In IV and X, it was especially walking out
of the water, and i-v you also had the skills to cross forests and mountainous regions. IN VI-IX, the different maps structure meant that flying worked just as well as water sports (which meant that VIII had four separate abilities that all allowed it, thanks to maintaining spells, but also with racial abilities that
could be honed) – usually, until the chances of needing to cross the water were you already knew the spell of mounting. A simple example would be perception VI. There was one piece of a critical dungeon whose door could only be opened by someone with expert perception – otherwise the door would
not only be open, but also damage you. This could easily be corrected by learning skills and training, but unfortunately the skill was quite useless outside of now. Moment.
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